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Introduction
Notes/instructions on completing this template
 Please complete all sections and all questions as far as possible
 Where a question or section is not applicable, please mark as N/A
 Where is overlap – or no change – to information previously submitted in company
statement of commitments, please simply enter “refer to self-statement”
 URLs or screenshots (with links) are particularly useful in illustrating individual points
 Please add any additional information/data relevant to the submission at the end of the
appropriate Principle

1. Name of the company on whose behalf this submission is made:
The Walt Disney Company (TWDC)

2. Country or primary markets where products/services are offered (in EU) to which this
submission applies. In which European markets does your company operate ?
Disney products and services, including digital experiences, are offered throughout
Europe. New products may not be introduced into all Members States at the same time.

3. Product(s) or services included within the terms of this submission
This submission is focused on our Disney + streaming service. We do not offer services
with user-generated content, peer-to-peer communication or public posts in Europe.
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4. Nature of activity
☐ Manufacturers of desktop and laptop computers, mobile phones, tablets, TV set top
boxes and gaming consoles
☐ Network operators and connectivity providers
X Online content provider
☐ Online service provider
☐ Other (please specify):

5. Person(s) completing the report

Name: Ellen Blackler
Position: Vice President, Global Public Policy
Email: ellen.m.blackler@disney.com
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Principle 1 – Content
Commitments
Signatories should:
• Indicate clearly where a service they offer may include content considered not to be
appropriate for children and display prominently options which are available to control
access to the content. This could include, where appropriate for the service, tools to
manage access to certain content, advice to users or a recognised system of content
labelling.
• Display prominently and in an easily accessible location the Acceptable Use Policy, which
should be written in easily-understandable language.
• State clearly any relevant terms of service or community guidelines (i.e. how users are
expected to behave and what is not acceptable) with which user generated content
must comply.
• Ensure that reporting options are in the relevant areas of the service.
• Provide notice about the consequences for users if they post content which violates
terms of service or community guidelines.
• Continue work to provide innovative solutions able to support child safety protection
tools and solutions.

1. Do you provide a mechanism for consumers to provide feedback, report an issue or
file a complaint about the appropriateness of a piece of content?
X Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable (please explain): .............................................................

If yes, please provide details:
Customers can provide feedback, report an issue or file a complaint by clicking on the
“Comments” button situated on the homepage of the Disney+ Help Centre at
https://help.disneyplus.com/csp.
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2. Do you offer a means for restricting / blocking access to potentially inappropriate
content for users of your service or product?
X Yes
☐ No
Not applicable (please explain):

Details on restricting and blocking access are included in the “parental controls”
information provided under the next section (“Principle 2”) of this Questionnaire.

3. Do you provide any information, educational resources or advice for users in any of
the following areas?
(tick as many as apply)
X Content classification or labeling guidelines
X How to block or restrict access to content
X How to report or flag content as inappropriate
X Safe searching
X Information about your company’s content policy in relation to children
☐ Not applicable (please explain): .............................................................

If yes, please provide details including the format of any material provided (video, text,
tips, games, FAQs, etc.):
In addition to creating positive content and media experiences with a safety-by-design
philosophy, Disney+ provides tools to help children, parents and caregivers choose the
experiences that best meet their needs (see Section 2 – Parental Controls). In addition,
on Disney+ we identify Disney-branded content with negative stereotypes and tobacco
depictions and label that content for consumer awareness.
The ability to define specific user profiles on Disney+ allows for content above a certain
chosen [age] rating not to be displayed as a result of intra-D+ searches by that specific
user profile.
On our general website we provide Internet Safety Tips which are designed to help
parents and caregivers start a dialogue with children about staying safe online, while
enjoying all that the online experience have to offer. We provide information about
responsible digital media use in our media and customer communications.
Our dedication to creating age-appropriate, high-quality content is not limited to our own
platforms. We partner with industry leaders and join with industry coalitions to promote
user awareness of many of these issues.
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We also support a number of NGO partners working on kids’ digital wellbeing and online
safety issues. For example, we are a long-time sponsor of Frag Finn in Germany, of the
Internet Watch Foundation, of Childnet UK, and of the Dutch Media Literacy Network,
More specific details are provided in this regard under Section 6 of this Questionnaire
(“Education and Awareness”).

4. Where is your company’s Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) located?
The company’s Terms of Use policy is available in 36 languages and can be found at
https://disneytermsofuse.com/.
These Terms of Use can also be accessed from within Disney+ (Belgium) at
https://www.disneyplus.com/fr-fr/legal/conditions-générales-d'abonnement.

5. Does the AUP or separate give clear guidelines with which user generated content
must comply (including details about how users are expected to behave and what is not
acceptable)?
☐ Yes
☐ No
X Not applicable (please explain): .............................................................
We offer no services with user-generated content in Europe.

6. Do you provide notice about the consequences for users if they post content which
violates terms of service or community guidelines?
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N/A
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Principle 2 – Parental Controls
Commitments
Signatories should assist parents to limit their children’s exposure to potentially inappropriate
content and contact.




Manufacturers should optimise hardware design to provide products which simply and
clearly help parents to set appropriate levels of control on devices.
Network providers should provide necessary tools and settings across their services to
enable parents to set appropriate levels of control.
Service and content providers should make available the necessary tools and settings
across their services to enable parents to set appropriate levels of control

1. Please outline the availability of any parental control tools and settings across your
product or service that allows parents to set appropriate levels of control? Include
relevant links/ screenshots where available:
Parental controls are an important tool for our streaming service Disney+ ensuring
consumer choice over media content. The parental controls are available and can be
defined during service initiation and at any time under the Parent Control area of the
service.
A complete explanation of Parental controls on Disney+ and how to use them can be
found in the Disney+ Help Center at https://help.disneyplus.com/csp, including
 Content Ratings controls – Account holders can set content ratings for each
profile. Once set, shows and movies rated higher than the profile’s content rating
will not be shown while browsing or searching Disney +
o In Belgium, for example, one can choose between the following content
ratings: 0+, 6+, 9+, 12+, 14+, 16+, 18+
 Profile PIN – Account holders can set a 4-digit Profile PIN to restrict access a
profile.
 Kid’s Profile – A Kid’s profile offers an easy-to-navigate Disney+ interface that only
features content suitable for all viewers. Account holders can also enable the kidproof exit feature to ensure young viewers aren’t in a position to navigate to other
profiles without completing an “exit challenge”.
 Auto-play: ability to restrict continuous viewing
o Auto-play can be turned off and is defaulted to OFF for all Kid profiles
 Offline Mode: ability to download content (films and episodes) to play while
offline which allows parents to keep young children off of the internet and away
from browsing by downloading a few select movies for viewing offline
In addition, we have a specific section on our general website that offers general privacy
and safety information specifically for parents and caregivers: see
https://privacy.thewaltdisneycompany.com/en/for-parents/.
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2. If applicable, please describe the features offered by the parental controls? E.g.
restricting web access, customization, monitoring, other restrictions…..
See Principle 2, Question 1 above.

3. In relation to parental controls, which of the following educational and information
resources to do you offer?
(tick as many as apply)
☐Company policy in relation to use of parental controls
X Guidance about how to use parental controls
☐Educational or awareness-raising resources about the use of parental controls
☐A promotional or marketing channel for the uptake of parental controls
☐External links to educational material/resources about the use of parental control
Please provide details including links or screenshots as relevant
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Disney+ Help Center provides guidance and explanation how to use the parental controls
tools available:
https://help.disneyplus.com/csp?id=csp_article_content&sys_kb_id=ed82efcbdb1aac500
55ceadc13961945

4. Please outline any additional safety tools or solutions not detailed above that relate
to parental controls, including any planned implementation of new features or
procedures?
N/A
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Principle 3 – Dealing with abuse/misuse
Requirements
Signatories should:
 Provide a clear and simple process whereby users can report content or behaviour
which breaches the service’s terms and conditions.
 Implement appropriate procedures for reviewing user reports about images, videos,
text and other content or behaviour.
 Provide clear information to users on all available report and review procedures.
 Place and review regularly links to these reporting options in appropriate areas of the
service (e.g. where users view user-generated content or interact with other users)
and provide guidance on what to report.
 Place links to relevant child welfare organisations or specialist providers of advice
(e.g. about anorexia or bullying) and other confidential helplines/support services in
appropriate areas.
 Ensure that moderators who review user reports are properly trained to determine
or escalate content or behaviour presented to them

1. Please provide details of company policy relating to abuse and misuse (involving
images, videos, text and other content or behaviour) on your product or service.
While our Terms of Use outline Rules of Conduct applying to all Disney-operated websites
including restrictions on images, videos, text, and behavior, we do not offer services with
user-generated content in Europe

2. Please describe the process or mechanism available for users to report abuse/misuse
(involving images, videos, text and other content or behaviour) on your product or
service).
N/A

3. Where is the reporting button/ mechanism located?
(tick any that apply)
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☐On each page of the website/service
Close to the point where such content might be reported
In a separate location such as a safety page
☐In a browser extension
☐In a separate app for a connected device
X Other (please specify): N/A
4. Who may use such a reporting mechanism?
(tick any that apply)
☐Only registered user/profile in which content is located
☐All registered users of the product/service?
Everyone including non-users, e.g. parents/teachers who are not registered for the service
X Other (please explain): N/A

5. Which of the following kinds of content can users report?
N/A

6. Which of the following information do you provide to users?
(tick any that apply)
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Advice about what to report
Advice about how to make a report
☐Pre-defined categories for making a report
How reports are typically handled
Feedback to users
☐Other website/external agency for reporting abuse/ misuse content?
☐Other (please specify): ..............................................
N/A

7. Please provide details of any other means, in addition to a reporting button/icon, to
report content or behavior which breaches your service’s terms and conditions
N/A

8. Please outline briefly any other procedures or programmes offered by your service
not detailed above that relate to abuse /misuse,
N/A
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Principle 4 – Child Sexual abuse content or illegal contact
Requirements
Signatories should:
 Co-operate with law enforcement authorities, as provided for in local law, regarding
child sexual abuse content or unlawful contact.
 Facilitate the notification of suspected child sexual abuse content to the appropriate
law enforcement channels, in accordance with existing laws and data protection
rules.
 Ensure the prompt removal of illegal child sexual abuse content (once it has been
confirmed as illegal by the relevant public authority) in liaison with national law
enforcement.
 Provide relevant additional information and/or links to users so they can make a
report or obtain information about appropriate agencies or organisations that users
can contact about making a report or obtaining expert advice, at national and EU
level (e.g. law enforcement agencies, national INHOPE hotlines and emergency
services).

1. Which of the following mechanisms are provided on your product or service to
facilitate the notification or reporting of suspected child abuse content?
(tick any that apply)
☐ Company-own hotline reporting button or telephone number
☐ Link or button for external national or regional INHOPE hotline
☐ Emergency services
☐ Law enforcement agency
☐ Other external agency (please specify): ............................................................
N/A
2. Please outline briefly the procedures to be followed if illegal content were to be
discovered on your service.
N/A
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3. Do you provide links to any of the following to enable users gain additional
information in relation to child sexual abuse content or illegal contact?
(tick any that apply)
☐Links to relevant child welfare organizations/specialist providers of advice
☐Other confidential helplines/support services
☐Law enforcement agencies
☐INHOPE
☐Other (please specify): ……………..
N/A
4. Please outline briefly any additional procedure in place within your company not
detailed above to ensure that you comply with local and/ or international laws with
regard to child sexual abuse and other illegal content?
N/A
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Principle 5 – Privacy and Control
Requirements
Signatories should:
 Manage privacy settings appropriate for children and young people in ways that
ensure they are as safe as is reasonably possible.
 Offer a range of privacy setting options that encourage parents, children and young
people to make informed decisions about their use of the service and the
information they post and share with others online. These options should be easy to
understand, prominently placed, user friendly and accessible.
 Take steps, where appropriate and in accordance with legal obligations, to raise user
awareness of different privacy controls enabled by services or devices and enable
users to use these as appropriate.
 Make reasonable efforts to raise awareness among all parties, service, content,
technology and application providers, including public bodies, of industry good
practice in relation to the protection of children and young people online

1. Please provide details of your company’s published privacy policy in relation access,
collection, sharing and further use of data from minors under the age of 18 when
utilizing your product or service?
The Disney+ Privacy Center provides our privacy policy in relevant languages for the
countries in which we operate around the globe.
Our Privacy Policy includes detailed information on children’s privacy.
With regard to Disney+, it should be noted that we do not process any personal data of
children in connection with the service. No activity data, such as watch history, is
collected from Kid’s Profiles to personalize and recommend content.
2. Are distinct privacy settings deployed to prevent access to information on for users
under the age of 18?
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☐ Yes
☐ No
X Not applicable (please explain):
Disney+ is a password protected subscription service available for purchase by adults
only. The use of a credit card or Paypal for payment is the means by which we ensure
that Disney+ account holders are over 18. Further, we do not offer a child specific version
of Disney+; we do not allow for the creation of separate accounts for children; and, we do
not ask subscribers to confirm the age of persons in their households. More generally, as
we do not process personal data of children in connection with Disney+, we do not apply
further age assurance mechanisms.

If yes, please briefly outline available age-appropriate privacy settings (Provide details
including relevant links/ screenshots on your website)

Please identify default settings for each age category of under 18s, as relevant:

Please identify any steps you have taken to ensure that these settings are easy to
understand, prominently placed, user friendly and accessible.
3. Where are users able to view and change or update their privacy status?
tick any that apply)
X On each page of the website/service
☐At each point where content may be posted
X In separate location such as a settings/safety/privacy page
☐In a browser extension
☐In a separate app for a connected device
X Other (please specify):
As explained in Disney+ Privacy Policy, we provide access to change or update users’
privacy status through the Privacy Controls portal, by visiting the Communications
Choices page, contacting Guest Services, or following instructions provided in outbound
communications.

4. Which of the following information, resources or help features (if any) are provided to
encourage users to make informed decisions about their privacy or the information
they share?
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☐Tips/advice to users at the point of setting privacy options
X FAQs
☐Help or educational resources in a separate location of service
-Links to any external NGO agencies offering education or awareness-raising related to
privacy
☐ Links to governmental or EC agencies (Office of Data Protection Commissioner, ENISA
etc.) in relation to privacy and data protection
X Other (please specify): Via the FAQs we also have a Feedback form, Live chat and phone
assistance available.

5. Please outline briefly any additional policies or activities (existing or proposed), not
detailed above, to ensure that personal information is protected, using reasonable
safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the information.
N/A
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Principle 6 – Education and Awareness
Requirements
Signatories should:
 Educate children and young people and give them up to date information to manage
their access and settings in relation to content, services and applications, adding
support where possible to existing initiatives and partnerships.
 Provide advice about features of the service or functionality that are available to
allow parents to improve the protection of children, such as tools to prevent access
to certain types of content or service.
 Provide links to other sources of relevant, independent and authoritative advice for
parents and carers, teachers, and for children.
 Provide access to information that will help educate parents, carers, teachers and
children about media literacy and ethical digital citizenship, and help them think
critically about the content consumed and created on the internet.
 Encourage parents and teachers to use this information and talk to their
children/pupils about the issues arising from the use of online services, including
such topics as bullying, grooming and, where relevant, cost management

1. Does your company provide its own educational resources aimed at any of the
following groups?
X Younger children, i.e. under 13s
☐ Teenagers <18s
X Parents and carers
☐ Teachers and other adults
☐ Others (please specify): ................................................
The Disney+ Help Centre provides information about managing parental controls and
other settings. In addition, Disney provides educational resources for kids using our
entertainment content.
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2. Which of the following topics are included within your own company educational
materials?
(tick any that apply)
X Online safe behaviour
X Privacy issues
X Cyberbullying
☐ Download and copyright issues
☐ Safe use of mobile phones
X Contact with strangers
☐Other topics (please specify)
We provide Internet Safety Tips designed to help families start a dialogue about staying
safe online while enjoying all that online experiences have to offer.
3. With reference to any educational material you provide, which of the following
methods do you use? (tick any as apply)
☐ Documentation provided with product/contract on purchase/first registration
☐ A required presentation by salesperson completing sale
☐ Displays/leaflets positioned prominently in stores
X Notification by email / on-screen statement / other means when product or contract is
purchased or first registered
☐ Prominent notifications, resources or pop ups on website
☐ Helpdesk (telephone or online)
☐ Other (please specify):

4. Please provide details of any links to other external organisations, or relevant,
independent and authoritative advice for parents/carers, teachers, and for children?
In 2021, we contributed to digital citizenship initiatives in Europe, addressing digital
resilience, critical thinking, media manners, respectful and responsible use of technology.
We supported awareness-raising tips and tools, development of resources and trainings
for children, parents and educators.
We notably partnered with:
 fragFinn in Germany: “Safe surfing with fragFINN” teaching kids about search
engines, identifying fake news and how to stay safe online through educational
materials, digital reporters programme and childlike TV series with a focus on
digital safety.
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Dutch Media Literacy Network: “Caretakers in Media Platform”– a new platform
teaching young people with cognitive disabilities and their professional caretakers
how to stay safe and savvy using online media.
Childnet’s “Educational and Outreach Programme” in the UK, producing resources
and education sessions for children, parents and teachers on digital safety; we also
supported the annual Film Competition and collaborated for Safer Internet Day.
UK Internet Watch Foundation “A Safer Internet for All” – using technology to
assess and remove images and videos of children suffering online abuse.

5. Please provide details of any campaigns, or active involvement in industry
partnerships on specific topics to raise public awareness of digital safety for children
and young people?
In addition to partnerships with the organisations listed above, we are signatories to the
Alliance to Better Protect Minors Online. Disney participates in the Family Online Safety
Institute (FOSI) (as Board Member), the Child Online Protection Working Group at the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), and actively promotes advancement of
child protection in Internet policy forums such as ICANN and the Internet Governance
Forum (IGF).
6. Please provide details of any partnerships with NGO, civil society or other educational
agencies or campaigns to raise public awareness of digital safety for children and young
people.
We provide funding to – and collaborate actively with – leading entities working to
promote children’s safety in the European Union and elsewhere including Frag Finn, the
Dutch Media Literacy Network, Internet Watch Foundation, Childnet International, with
which we collaborate annually for Safer Internet Day (see further details provided above).
7. Please outline briefly any of your own company initiatives in media literacy and
ethical digital citizenship, designed to help children and young people to think critically
about the content consumed and created on the internet.
We maintain a digital citizenship and online safety grant portfolio supporting NGOs
working on pressing digital issues that affect the safety, health and success of children
around the globe. Grantees provide expertise in areas including digital literacy and
resilience, privacy, critical thinking, educator training and digital inclusion (see our
response to Question 4 above for further details, in particular our ongoing work with
fragFinn in Germany).

8. Please provide details of any advice and supports to encourage parents or teachers to
talk to their children/ pupils about the opportunities and risks arising from their use of
the internet.
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We provide Internet Safety Tips designed to help families start a dialogue about staying
safe online while enjoying all that online experiences have to offer.

9. Please outline any additional activities or initiatives not detailed above that relate to
education and awareness-raising offered by your service or product.
N/A
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In addition to information submitted related to implementation of the ICT Principles, the
following supplementary information supplied in either written form or in discussion with
companies provides valuable context and information about the functioning and
effectiveness of child safety provision.
1. In respect of ICT Principle 1, that companies should “continue work to provide
innovative solutions able to support child safety protection tools and solutions”, please
elaborate on company investment in child safety measures, including research.
Elaborate also, where possible, on planned future implementations.
2. Any further data that companies may be able to provide regarding the functioning of
child safety features would be an extremely valuable outcome of this assessment.
Where possible, please provide any available summary data in respect of the following
elements. (Stipulate where data should only be presented in anonymised form).

3. Please detail any additional measures adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of child
safety features.
We would be happy to discuss further with the authors of the ICT-C Questionnaire any
follow-up questions there might be regarding the implementation, development and
assessment of the child safety measures put in place in the context of our streaming
service Disney +.
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